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Abstract
The introduction of NVDIMMs (truly non-volatile
and directly accessible) requires us to rethink all lev-
els of the system stack, from processor features to
applications. Operating systems, too, must evolve
to support new I/O models for applications access-
ing persistent data. We are developing Twizzler, an
operating system for next-generation memory hier-
archies. Twizzler is designed to provide applications
with direct access to persistent storage while provid-
ing mechanisms for cross-object pointers, removing
itself from the common access path to persistent
data, and providing fine-grained security and recov-
erability. The design of Twizzler is a better fit for
low-latency and byte-addressable persistent storage
than prior I/O models of contemporary operating
systems. We are in the process of building a pro-
totype inside FreeBSD, allowing us to leverage and
explore the ideas presented in this report without in-
vesting the time to build an operating system from
scratch first.

The purpose of this report is to provide an
overview of Twizzler and the design behind it while
giving a direction for our upcoming work. We in-
tend to further develop our ideas by extending our
FreeBSD prototype, followed by designing a kernel
and hardware extensions to make better use of some
of our designs (resulting in improved security, sim-
plicity, and improved support for persistent kernel
state).

1 Introduction
We are on the cusp of a fundamental shift in
the way that we program computers. For seven
decades, programmers have written programs that
are loaded, initialized, executed, and terminated.
In the very near future, multiple vendors will in-
troduce persistent memory that will attach to the
memory bus. Not since the days of small magnetic
core memories fifty years ago have we had mutable
memory from which our programs execute directly
and still survive power cycling. Unlike flash and
PCIe based memories, these new memories will be
byte addressable. Consequently, we are entering a
new era, and it is essential that the operating sys-
tem and other system software make the best pos-
sible use of this new technology. However, leaving
the design choices solely to operating system ven-
dors risks incremental change and the inability to
benefit from the dramatic improvements in perfor-
mance, programming models, and security that this
may facilitate.

Figure 1: Expanded form of the memory hierarchy.
We expect non-volatile memory to have asymmet-
ric access time with latency similar to DRAM [17].
We expect NVM presence to range from NVM-only
systems (IoT devices) to a mix between DRAM and
NVM.

Given a new memory hierarchy including byte-
addressable non-volatile memory (shown in Fig-
ure 1), we have a chance to revisit operating sys-
tem design. Existing systems maintain separate
management domains for volatile, high-speed mem-
ory, on which computation operates, and persistent
high-latency storage, which cannot be operated on
directly. Operating systems designed for such sys-
tems reflect this structure and provide applications
with interfaces to interact with the memory hierar-
chy. System calls such as write() and read() re-
flect the basic structure of using DRAM as a cache
for disk, while mmap() uses virtual memory to pro-
vide the illusion of direct persistent object access.
Both cases are fundamentally the same, with the
operating system interposing itself between the ap-
plication and its desired actions of persistent data
access, with the need to manage ephemeral copies
of persistent data in volatile memory. Moreover,
the existing approach to persistence via block stor-
age requires data serialization, exacting a penalty
that is becoming increasingly larger as NVM perfor-
mance increases [62]. Applications that use NVM-
optimized techniques for persistence [10, 34, 64]
avoid this overhead, but the problem of managing
persistent pointers in a very large address space re-
mains.

To address these challenges, our lab has been
developing Twizzler, an operating system designed
to support persistent, byte-addressable memory by
“getting out of the way” of applications as much as
possible as they operate on persistent data. We are
focusing on the following items that we believe to be
key requirements and challenges of an NVM-aware
system:
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Persistent Object Access The I/O model that
the operating system provides must allow applica-
tions direct access to persistent data with mini-
mal kernel involvement while also providing a rich
enough model for cross-object data references and
a framework for object naming and late-binding.
Twizzler will maintain a namespace of data objects,
each with a unique 128-bit ID. These objects may
contain code, data, or both. Much like the Unix
and Plan-9 “everything is a file” approach, we plan
to have every piece of data on which applications
operate be one of these objects. Since these persis-
tent objects are directly accessible from the proces-
sor, and because we can uniquely identify objects
by ID, we can have “cross-object pointers”. Such
pointers refer to data in other objects, and an ap-
plication may use these pointers to read and oper-
ate on data in other objects. Cross-object pointers
allow us to support more natural programming se-
mantics for non-volatile memory without the man-
ual pointer-loading and swizzling (pointer transla-
tion) [39] required by applications on current oper-
ating systems [14].

Security of Persistent Objects Direct access to
persistent objects increases the need for richer secu-
rity models. Applications must be able to access
sensitive or protected data while protecting that
data from untrusted libraries or unverified subcom-
ponents. In Twizzler, we separate components of
applications into security contexts in order to pro-
vide isolation and access control. Security contexts
allow us to protect applications at finer granularity
than current systems, thereby reducing the risk of
allowing direct access to persistent data.

Persistent Kernel State The kernel must be de-
signed with persistent kernel state in mind. The
kernel uses persistent objects accessible from user-
space to determine the internal kernel state (such as
thread state and address spaces), thereby allowing
the operating system state to be recovered easily af-
ter a power failure. The kernel state is then a cache
of kernel state objects which can be reconstructed
after a power failure. Kernel state objects have the
added benefit of reducing system calls and simpli-
fying the application-kernel boundary.

Hardware Support for Persistent Objects
While we can implement our design on existing
hardware, extending processors with new primitives
will allow applications to be simpler and have higher
performance. We propose to increase the virtual ad-

dress space size and reintroduce segmentation sup-
port. While existing processors require us to emit
additional pointer swizzling and dereference instruc-
tions, hardware support to enable direct support for
our cross-object pointer design and security features
such as protection lookaside buffers could improve
performance and simplicity of Twizzler as well.

While our eventual goal is to provide this sup-
port by creating a new operating system (including
a new kernel), such an “all-or-nothing” approach
would require too much initial effort before being
able to demonstrate the efficacy of the approach.
Thus, we are currently implementing these tech-
niques inside FreeBSD, allowing us to evaluate them
without the need to build an entire operating sys-
tem from scratch. This incremental approach has
a second advantage: it allows system designers to
immediately leverage the techniques, which we will
open-source, without the need to adopt a new op-
erating system, thus increasing the impact of the
research. Our prototype Twizzler system imple-
mented in FreeBSD will provide applications with
a full Twizzler framework and interface, allowing
us to later implement a kernel ourselves to better
demonstrate some of our ideas.

2 Persistent Objects
Twizzler’s I/O model follows from our expectations
of upcoming memory hierarchies designs. Cur-
rent I/O models that use calls such as read() and
write() are designed for indirect, high-latency ac-
cess to persistent storage. These archaic models
involve significant operating system overhead that,
while acceptable in a two-tier memory hierarchy
model, is unacceptable in a memory hierarchy with
low-latency access to persistent storage. Since per-
sistent data is directly accessible, copying data into
temporary buffers, as is common when using read()
and write(), makes little sense. Instead, we can
directly map the same persistent data into multiple
address spaces without wasteful copying. Zero-copy
I/O [45, 52, 61] alleviates these problems to some
extent, but still has heavy kernel involvement and
is still designed for a model with an explicit device
I/O operation to persist and acquire data. While
memory mapping (mmap()) provides some relief, it
places a heavy burden on application programmers
who wish to share mapped regions across processes
because the address space layouts differ across pro-
grams and so shared data must be translated in
some way or be location-dependent.
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Reducing copies means that each address space
that maps the same data will see the same con-
tents. If that data contains pointers, they must have
a form which allows any process to dereference the
pointer regardless of the mapped location. Tech-
niques such as explicit serialization are well stud-
ied [62], but fall short here—explicit serialization
would be wasteful since data is already stored in
persistent memory, and slow compared to the de-
vice latency. It makes more sense to keep the data
in a format that does not require an explicit serial-
ization step. Because concurrent access to objects
(without copies) from different address spaces will
be common, pointers must be kept in a format that
allows dereferencing from anywhere in any virtual
address space. We will discuss how we achieve this
in theory (below) and in practice (section 6).

Twizzler organizes logical units of storage into ob-
jects, similar to files in Unix, allowing users to co-
alesce data into meaningful units for ease of iden-
tification, storage organization, and access control.
An object is uniquely identified with a 128-bit ID
(though larger IDs would be possible). Twizzler pro-
vides applications with a logical view of the object
address space, allowing them to map objects con-
tiguously into their virtual address spaces. Since we
are already storing pointers in a universally accessi-
ble format, we allow for this format to refer to data
within external objects. These cross-object point-
ers are a natural programming model that arises
from the persistence of data in main memory, and
have been present in earlier operating system de-
signs [9, 13].

The use of cross-object references allows the con-
struction of applications where the operating system
code (and more specifically, kernel code) is rarely
invoked during persistent data access. Instead, ap-
plications are capable of doing most of their work
without having to involve the kernel for I/O. This
improves performance by reducing kernel boundary
crossings, boosts security by simplifying and shrink-
ing the kernel, and provides middleware with more
flexibility so applications can make the best deci-
sions for how to operate on data.

Invariant Pointers To support cross-object
pointers, Twizzler stores pointers in the form
object-id:offset. While this has been studied
before [13, 54, 55], we differ by adding a level of
indirection per object. Each object has a Foreign
Object Table (FOT)—a table of entries contain-
ing object IDs along with additional information
such as permissions. A pointer is then stored in

Figure 2: Translation of a pointer through the FOT.
The pointer and the FOT are contained within some
other object that is not shown.

a FOT-entry:offset format. When it is derefer-
enced, the appropriate entry in the FOT is selected
according to the FOT-entry field of the pointer,
where a value of 0 indicates an intra-object (local)
pointer. The target object ID entry is read from
the FOT and used to dereference the pointer, as
shown in Figure 2. The FOT is a per-object data
structure, so the combination of an object’s FOT
and a FOT-entry:offset pointer within the ob-
ject corresponds logically with a pointer of the form
object:offset.

Using a per-object FOT for indirection of pointers
provides a number of benefits:

• While an object may refer to relatively few ex-
ternal objects, we expect each object will have
a different set of referenced external objects,
making a system-wide FOT infeasible.

• We have elected to keep pointers 64 bits in or-
der to avoid increasing the memory usage and
hardware costs of storing and using pointers,
and to improve compatibility with current pro-
cessors. This means that the FOT-entry and
offset fields must share a limited space. In or-
der to allow objects to grow to large sizes, the
FOT-entry field is limited, likely to 16–24 bits.
Since this is not sufficient for globally unique
identifiers (GUIDs) for objects, we must use an
indirection table.

• By storing the larger object IDs in a table, we
can save memory when we have a large number
of pointers refer to the same object.

• We can support late-binding in the FOT by al-
lowing names in addition to fixed object IDs.
These names can then be resolved into an ob-
ject ID by a name resolver. Late-binding [13]
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lets us use human-readable names and allows
pointers to refer to different objects over time
(for example, current account information).

• We can associate additional information with
FOT entries, and in a single operation, change
that data for a large number of pointers. This
works with names or object IDs, allowing us to
rebind groups of pointers easily at runtime.

The result of using an FOT is that a pointer
within an object refers not to a virtual memory ad-
dress, but instead to a particular location inside a
particular object. While this solves the problem
we introduced of supporting cross-object pointers,
it affords us even more flexibility when making our
system distributed. Invariant pointers have a uni-
versal form on any machine, making them a natu-
ral fit for distributed computation. While we are
not directly considering distributed computation in
Twizzler yet, it is a valuable feature-set to keep in
mind for future work.

The Twizzler Object Model is heavily influenced
by MULTICS [5, 12, 13] and single address space
operating systems [9, 31, 53, 59]. The complexity
required to properly support persistent segmented
data structures was difficult for the hardware and
software at the time of MULTICS, but now the cost
of silicon has dropped significantly enough that we
can build support for efficient address translations
for object:offset pointers. Segmentation support
has fallen by the wayside in modern processors, but
we believe that it is a natural model for persistent
object access. The Twizzler I/O Model fits naturally
with it, but does not require it. We have solutions
for support on contemporary hardware, as well as
a vision for future support to improve performance
and simplicity (section 6).

3 Security and Access Control
Because our design removes the operating system
from the path of the I/O accesses of applications,
Twizzler must ensure that access control to objects
is correctly specified in page-tables so that access
control can be enforced by the hardware. Addi-
tionally, the kernel must be able to check and as-
sign permissions quickly because the points at which
checks must occur may happen frequently. Twizzler
meets these goals by running threads in security
contexts, which contain the necessary information
for the kernel to determine the permissions for any
object mapping in an application’s address space.
Security contexts also allow the kernel to transpar-
ently separate trusted and untrusted components

of a process, partitioning the application’s address
space to protect sensitive data. By coalescing ac-
cess control information into security contexts, the
kernel can cache permission bits and can ensure sep-
aration of privilege for threads running in different
security contexts but in the same virtual address
space.

We separate the notion of access control from
the protections of a virtual address space in order
to facilitate sharing of page-table structures while
providing applications with a way to freely define
protections. This separation allows the system to
restrict processes’ access rights without needing to
check the protections defined by a process. In sec-
tion 6 we discuss how this is implemented on Intel
x86-64 processors using two-level address transla-
tion.

Security Contexts A thread may be associated
with any number of security contexts, each of which
may have many threads running inside it. However,
a thread may only have one active security context
at any given time, and the thread runs with the per-
missions defined by its active context. If a thread
attempts a memory access that is invalid in its ac-
tive security context, Twizzler looks for a security
context with which the thread is associated and in
which the attempted access is valid. If it finds one,
it switches the thread to it automatically. Secu-
rity contexts can thus be used to isolate components
of programs from each other or from untrusted li-
braries. An example of this is shown in figure 3.
The thread is associated with both contexts, but
only one is active. Should the thread attempt an
access in one context that is not valid, the kernel
can switch it to the other context. This prevents
the untrusted code from corrupting the protected
data while still letting the program use untrusted
services if necessary. We can also use this technique
to limit the access of a particular program or library
to outside communication.

Although the kernel could do a linear search
through security contexts looking for one in which
a particular access is valid, such an approach may
be slow if the kernel must search though a large
number of them; therefore a mechanism for optimiz-
ing the method the kernel uses for searching would
have potential performance benefits. Possible solu-
tions involve organizing the list of security contexts
a thread is associated with by most-recently-used,
or prioritizing certain security contexts over others.
The kernel’s thread scheduler could make use of ac-
tive security contexts in its scheduling decisions in
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rw- r-xr-x

rw- r--r-x r-- r-xr-x

Figure 3: Two security contexts derived from a process’s virtual address space, designed to protect a “private
data” object from an untrusted library.

order to improve performance, however we plan to
explore methods of making a security context switch
lightweight with improved hardware support such
as support for protection lookaside buffers [66] (see
section 6).

Capabilities and Delegations Security con-
texts present to the kernel a set of capabilities
and delegations which together provide the access
rights to objects for threads in that security con-
text. The capabilities and delegations are signed
with a private key (per-object or per-user), and
are therefore unforgeable. Whereas previous sys-
tems often require kernel support to create capabili-
ties [28, 47, 57], signed capabilities would allow users
to create them [47], and the kernel need only ver-
ify them without needing to hide them from users or
maintain a protected set of them or verification data
internally. Furthermore, in a distributed environ-
ment, capabilities could prove access rights across
systems without needing heavy interaction between
machines or a centralized authorization system.

Each object references a public and a private key
with which its capabilities or delegations are signed.
The kernel needs only the public key to verify a
given capability or delegation, so we can keep pri-
vate keys protected either by not distributing them
(for objects on other machines) or by encrypting
them. Since the capabilities are signed, the natu-
ral semantics for creating capabilities is that anyone
who can read an object’s private key (and option-
ally decrypt it) can create capabilities and delega-
tions with that key. Since a private key is itself
an object, we can apply our existing access control
mechanisms to it.

4 Persistent Kernel State
In a memory hierarchy where persistent memory is
directly accessible from the processor, a power cy-
cle should result in only a minimal loss of system
state: CPU state and perhaps cache. Applications
can tolerate power cycling and state loss when op-
erating on persistent data through various existing
techniques [10, 11, 30, 55, 64, 65], but the operating
system is more complex and needs to manage low-
level hardware. Upon resume the operating system
must re-instantiate threads and address spaces so
that the system state is consistent once power is
restored, after which applications may resume us-
ing their choice of mechanism for consistency across
power cycling. Current operating system design
handles this poorly because it is built around the
idea of the kernel holding a large amount of system
state internally in a volatile manner with that state
mutating (primarily) through system calls.

In contrast, Twizzler is designed to keep kernel
state minimal and in persistent kernel state objects
(KSOs). An example of a KSO is a security context,
as described above. The persistent security context
KSO contains capabilities and delegations needed
for the kernel to correctly map objects, which the
kernel reads when needed. Another example of a
KSO is a thread object, which contains thread-local
data and thread control and state information for
the kernel. The information that the kernel reads
is then cached internally to improve future lookup
performance, and changes to that state are prop-
agated to the KSOs as necessary. Since all ker-
nel state is represented in KSOs, the kernel’s in-
ternal state is then just a cache of the information
present in the control objects in the system. When
a power cycle occurs, the state of the operating sys-
tem can be recovered easily by loading the appropri-
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ate KSOs. Furthermore, the state can be recovered
quickly (since we no longer have to manually setup
the system state through numerous system calls),
making it possible to shutdown the system with
smaller interruptions in service. Using the Twizzler
model, small devices that only occasionally need to
do work can save significant power by both using
only NVDIMMs (which save power over DRAM’s
need for constant refresh [19]) and spending most
of the time powered off, only to wake up occasion-
ally to service a request before shutting down again.

When a program updates a kernel state object,
it must notify the kernel through an invalidation
system call. The kernel will then invalidate any in-
ternally cached information and reread the appro-
priate part of a KSO if necessary. Also note that not
all updates to KSOs require an invalidation system
call. For example, adding a capability to a secu-
rity context does not require an invalidation, since
the kernel has no information for that capability to
cache in the first place. This has the added benefit
of reducing the number of system calls required to
mutate kernel state.

The security of KSOs is a paramount issue; how-
ever, they are normal persistent objects, so we can
apply the standard access control system introduced
above. Additionally, the format of KSOs must help
the kernel protect itself from possibly malicious in-
put. To facilitate this, KSO data may not contain
external pointers, and the kernel must sanitize all
data read from KSOs. Giving super-users access
to KSOs in Twizzler is not unlike the unrestricted
powers of root on Unix today; however in Twizzler
we can apply much more fine-grained access control
to better protect the system against mistakes and
external attacks.

Of course, protection from kernel bugs is also nec-
essary. Whereas the go-to solution in the past for
program state corruption was to reboot the ma-
chine, persistent memory would not reset errors.
We must have a mechanism in the kernel to prevent
erroneous writes and to recover from them if they
occur. While programs must also be designed for
these concerns, the kernel is of more importance.
For one, the operating system will be involved in
resetting application state if necessary, and two, er-
roneous operating system state can be more devas-
tating. The operating system would keep a set of
“clean” kernel state objects which are not mapped
into memory unless necessary to recover the system.
Additionally, we can take advantages of techniques
described by PMFS [18] to protect persistent mem-
ory from the kernel, and we can go further by lever-

aging hardware extensions (such as those described
in section 6) to protect data from the kernel.

On system startup, including first-time initializa-
tion or after a power cycle, the initialization process
attaches KSOs to the kernel, which then allows the
kernel to resume threads that were running. Once
this is done, the kernel will have returned to the
state it was before power was lost. However, ap-
plications that were in the middle of an operation
may have lost updates or have partially completed
work. We expect applications to be programmed
such that they can be resumed safely and continue
near where they left off [10, 55, 64]. If an applica-
tion is not programmed this way (e.g., a traditional
Unix program), it can be optionally reset upon sys-
tem start up to emulate the lost-process semantics
of current operating systems. Some programs may
need to be informed that the power was cycled, and
can optionally receive a signal informing them be-
fore they resume. After receiving such a signal, the
recovery logic of the NVM support library can be in-
voked, followed by applications specific reinitializa-
tion logic. In this way, applications that use durable
transactions to update data structures can resume
safely after a power interruption.

For most types of KSOs, handling interrupted up-
dates is simple: security contexts and virtual ad-
dress space definitions are only read by the kernel
and only affect Twizzler processes. However, KSOs
that are updated by the kernel (for example, thread
control objects) require additional work. Both user-
space and the kernel must agree on how KSOs are
to be updated in a durable manner. Part of our re-
search into KSOs is determining how to safely up-
date state in KSOs.

For threads in particular, there are two options
to handle checkpointing and resuming. Threads
could register a signal handler for a “power-resume”
signal which is invoked when the system resumes.
Durable transactions that the thread performed on
persistent data maintain transaction semantics, al-
lowing the thread to make decisions on how to re-
sume. This had the advantage of not needing to
store thread control block data inside the persistent
object in order to resume it. Instead, the thread is
resumed by allowing it to return to a checkpoint and
continue, or choose an alternate approach. Alterna-
tively, the kernel could be modified to store thread
control block data inside a KSO. This would allow
a thread to be resumed close to where it left off, but
not necessarily exactly where it left off. In order to
handle interruption of execution inside the kernel,
the current system call number for the thread could
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be stored in a KSO upon entry and cleared upon re-
turn to user-space. Then, when power resumes, the
kernel can restart the system call. Since the primary
system call is invalidation, there is little penalty to
running the system call multiple times. There is an
additional concern where a power-failure happens
while entering a system call. Should this occur, we
can support atomic transaction-like updates of the
thread control block in persistent storage.

5 FreeBSD Prototype
We are building a prototype of Twizzler inside
FreeBSD 11 for use on Intel x86-64 processors, with
plans to add support for RISC-V in order to explore
processor extensions (discussed below). Our early-
stage prototype runs Twizzler programs inside of a
FreeBSD process as threads within security contexts
and “views” into the object address space (see Sec-
tion 6). It currently provides support for these ad-
dress spaces and Twizzler threads. The threads have
access to the functionality required for the Twizzler
Object Model along with the ability to continue to
use existing FreeBSD services. We are currently im-
plementing a layer which allows us to handle POSIX
system calls within Twizzler, falling back to calls to
FreeBSD if necessary. This shim layer allows us
to run existing software on Twizzler with minimal
porting effort.

Implementing a prototype inside FreeBSD allows
us to explore our proposed ideas without commit-
ting to the effort of writing a kernel from scratch.
Even though Twizzler programs can continue to use
FreeBSD services, we consider Twizzler processes
operating together to be a separate operating sys-
tem that runs alongside FreeBSD. This is reflected
not only in the access control policies of Twizzler
processes, but also in the core sets of system calls,
user-space libraries, process listings, and program-
ming models. Our prototype further gives us the
ability to use parts of the Twizzler design inside
existing programs. For example, we can use the se-
curity contexts framework on existing POSIX pro-
grams to provide isolation of sub-components of a
process. Prior work has established the utility of
such a feature [7, 24, 43] in applications such as ssh
servers or data management programs for sensitive
data.

6 Hardware Support
While our designs are implementable on modern
hardware, extensions to current processor features
could improve performance and yield a simpler im-

plementation. We have been implementing our pro-
totype for Intel x86-64 processors, but doing so ef-
ficiently requires us to use certain components of
the hardware in new ways. A future target for sup-
port is the extensible RISC-V architecture [3], and
we will design modifications to RISC-V to better
support the Twizzler model. Extensions to pro-
cessor architecture are already required in order to
support consistency across power interruptions with
NVDIMMs [11, 49], so we will take this opportunity
to motivate additional features to improve persis-
tent object access as well.

Segmentation and Large Address Spaces
Many current processors limit their virtual address
spaces to less than 64 bits. We propose to ex-
tend the virtual address space to a full 64 bits.
Reintroducing segment registers would pair nicely
with this change by allowing us to directly use
object-id:offset type pointers by mapping the
object-id field to a segment register and deref-
erencing using the offset field with the segment
register, avoiding the need for pointer swizzling [39]
on external object accesses. Each segment has a
page-table to map (possibly large) pages to physi-
cal memory. This allows us to easily move object
data between components in a heterogeneous mem-
ory system while still providing similar features as
current virtual memory systems (such as demand
paging and “unlimited” address space). Note that
increasing the virtual address space size to 64 bits
may require deeper page-table structures if page
sizes are kept the same. However, since we map
objects contiguously at the thread level and objects
are less likely to be evicted from NVDIMMs, we can
afford to map larger contiguous regions of objects,
thereby reducing the page-table depth to balance
out the effect of the increased address space.

A possible extension to RISC-V would be to add
a small per-thread segment table along with in-
structions for dereferencing with segment:offset
arguments. The segment table would provide a fi-
nite number of valid segments that can be indexed
via a small integer, which would allow better hard-
ware support for the FOT. Each entry can contain
an object ID and a pointer to a page-table. User-
space code would then be able to add objects to
the segment table as needed, and the processor can
trap into the kernel in order to update references
to page-tables. We could then collapse the idea of
virtual address space protections and security con-
text access control using either a protection looka-
side buffer [66], which can be set per-thread to con-
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trol the access to objects in the segment tables, or
fields in the segment tables to handle protections
with permission bits in page-tables to handle access
control.

The extension of a protection lookaside buffer (of
which some features are provided in Skylake server
x86 processors) would allow us to reduce the number
of page-table structures we use by decoupling per-
missions from mappings. This is useful here because
the page-tables are used to map objects into phys-
ical memory, not define address spaces. Therefore,
we would be able to keep the number of page-tables
to just those objects which are in physical memory
space. This is advantageous since those structures
need to be stored per object regardless in order to
keep track of page allocation for object data.

Intel x86-64 Support The solution we use on
x86-64 to support the mapping power of virtual seg-
ments is to use the Extended Page Tables (EPT)
hardware provided in the VT-x extensions for two
levels of mapping. The EPT allows us to map a vir-
tual address to a logical address before it is mapped
with another set of page-tables to a physical ad-
dress. We refer to the mid-level address space, typi-
cally called the guest physical address space, as the
object physical space (as shown in Figure 4). Here,
objects are contiguous in (logical) memory and are
given permissions associated with the current secu-
rity context of a thread. A thread’s virtual address
space also has objects contiguous in memory and is
broken up into “slots”. A virtual slot is mapped to
an object logical slot with protections defined by an
application. This allows us to easily page objects
in and out of memory or move them in physical
memory by only changing the object-logical map-
pings. Additionally, two-levels of mapping allow us
to reduce the number of page-tables required by the
system. Since threads may define their requested
protections of an object while their active security
context defines the limitations of that thread, the
number of page-table structures would be O(nm)
in a single-level mapping system, where n is the
number of running programs and m is the number
of security contexts. Instead, our two-level map-
ping approach has O(n + m) page-table structures
because they can be selected and exchanged inde-
pendently while the hardware applies the correct
permissions as a bitwise-and between the two lev-
els. As before, we need to store structures which
record the page allocations of objects anyway, for
which we can use the page-table structures in the
object physical layer.

r-x rw-

rwxr-- r--

Figure 4: The use of two-level address translation
in Twizzler for x86-64. Protections are assigned
in the object-virtual address space and permissions
(security context data) are assigned in the object-
physical address space. The final access control of a
mapping is the bitwise-and between the protections
of the two levels. Objects may be moved around
in physical memory without affecting object-virtual
address spaces, and the separation of security con-
texts and virtual address spaces reduces the number
of required mapping structures.

7 Name Resolution
With all data and code stored as objects, and ob-
jects residing in a single level store, our prototype
operating system manages objects more like a key-
value store than a file system, with no clear, built-in
organization of data. This presents an opportunity
to implement a more flexible method of organizing
and accessing objects. Our object name resolution
system, Nomenclature, is the mechanism Twizzler
will use to translate names in the FOT into actual
object GUIDs.

By including a pointer to a name resolver along
with the object identification data in the FOT,
Nomenclature allows the use of a wide range of
name resolution mechanisms within a single sys-
tem stack. Objects could have names in multi-
ple resolvers; for example, the same objects could
be organized by both a relational database resolver
and a hierarchical resolver similar to a conventional
filesystem. The implementation of non-hierarchical
file systems is well studied [2, 27, 29, 50, 51], but
these systems do not easily cooperate with one an-
other to organize the same files or objects. By using
a key-value store for the underlying objects, Nomen-
clature separates name translation from object re-
trieval, providing flexibility and extensibility for ob-
ject naming.
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8 Related Work
The introduction of byte-addressable non-volatile
memory presents an outstanding opportunity to re-
think the way that operating systems handle mem-
ory and storage. When working with new technolo-
gies it is often best to turn to the past—ideas that
were only theoretically possible in the past may have
become more viable with the change in time. Such
is the case with the Twizzler project. Our design is
shaped by fundamental operating systems papers,
including Multics [12], Opal [9], IBM’s K42 [40], and
exokernel-style approaches [21, 22, 23, 37]. While
there has been a large amount of recent research
on building data structures in non-volatile mem-
ory [10, 11, 16, 44, 64], most of it has focused on
how applications can provide persistent versions of
existing data structures in the face of crashes that
may happen at any time. In contrast, we propose
to explore how persistent NVM can simplify operat-
ing systems and perhaps application programming
while improving performance.

Our approach will leverage non-volatile memory
characteristics to greatly reduce the need for an
operating system stack and provide full system re-
sumability, we draw on prior object-oriented operat-
ing system design work to simplify the kernel using
techniques developed in systems such as K42 [40]
and Exokernel [23, 38]. However, we also draw from
more recent work on providing operating systems
support for byte-addressable non-volatile memory
systems [8], integrating the two to provide high-
performance operating system support for applica-
tions running on a single-level store.

8.1 Memory Model

MULTICS was one of the first systems to use seg-
ments as a technique for partitioning memory and
supporting relocation [5, 13]. The MULTICS sys-
tem used segments to support location indepen-
dence, but still maintained them in a file system,
requiring manual linkage rather than the auto-
mated linkage we propose. Nonetheless, MULTICS
demonstrated that the use of segmenting for mem-
ory management can be a viable approach.

The core of our design of the Twizzler address
space is similar to concepts introduced by Opal [9],
which used a single 64 bit virtual address space
mapping for all processes on a system. This design
made it easier to share data between applications
since they use the same virtual address space, and
prevented naming conflicts when importing virtual

addresses for devices that may be [dis]connected
during runtime. Opal’s design resulted in signifi-
cant speedup of data transfer/sharing as well as in-
terfacing of devices, but it did not address the issue
of file storage and resolution of names. Opal still re-
quired a file system, since there was no way to have a
pointer refer to an object whose identity may change
over time. In contrast, our approach adds the abil-
ity for late resolution of object pointers, removing
the need for an explicit file system. Additionally,
our use of hardware virtualization support will pro-
vide much stronger security guarantees than Opal.
Other single-address space operating systems, such
as Mungi [31] and Sombrero [60], show that the sin-
gle address space approach has merit, but, like Opal,
did not consider how the use of NVM would alter
their design choices.

Single-level stores [56, 58] have been known for
some time, though “relatively little has appeared
about them in the public literature” [56], even in the
decade since the EROS paper was written. Single-
level stores eliminate the distinction between mem-
ory and persistent storage, using a single model
for data at all levels of the hierarchy. The Clouds
system [15] implemented a distributed object store
in which individual objects contained code, persis-
tent data, and both volatile and persistent heaps.
Our approach proposes lighter-weight objects, al-
lowing direct access to an object from outside, un-
like Clouds. Another example of such a system
is software persistent memory [30], which was de-
signed to operate within the constraints of existing
operating systems. Our proposal is to build a usable
single level store, developing pointer mechanisms
and name resolution that can leverage the built-
in persistence of NVM. This idea was described by
Meza [46], who suggested that hardware manage a
hybrid persistent-volatile memory store with fine-
grained data movement to and from persistent stor-
age. This is contrast to existing single-level stores
that must migrate data to and from disk in large
chunks, making it more difficult to provide fine-
grained persistence. Moreover, because most persis-
tence in our system is to NVM, which has low access
latency, our operating system need not interpose
on most data movement between persistent stor-
age and volatile temporary memory, instead simply
managing mappings of persistent objects into mem-
ory, thus reducing operating system overhead.

Recently, several projects have begun considering
the impact of non-volatile memories on operating
system structure. For example, Bailey, et al. [4]
suggest the use of a single-level store and the use
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of NVM to ship an application as a checkpoint of
a running process. Our proposed research will ex-
plore this approach and its implications. The Mon-
eta project [8] noted that, in their prototype, elimi-
nating the heavyweight operating system stack dra-
matically improved performance by reducing over-
head. While this work was focused on I/O perfor-
mance, not on rethinking the system stack, we will
leverage their techniques to reduce operating sys-
tem overhead as much as possible, even when the
operating system must intervene. Lee and Won [41]
considered the impact of byte-addressable NVM on
system initialization by addressing the issue of sys-
tem boot as a way to restore the system to a known
state; we may need to include similar techniques
to address the problem of system corruption. Ker-
nel state objects are one of our solutions to prob-
lems of power-failure recovery, also discussed by
Narayanan [48]. However, Twizzler allows for sys-
tems which are not designed to serialize CPU state
on power-failure. Additionally, kernel state object
have additional performance, networking, and sim-
plicity benefits.

8.2 Object Model

IBM’s K42 operating system [40] provided inspira-
tion for the high-level design principles of Twizzler.
The object-oriented approach to designing a micro-
or exokernel used in K42 forms an efficient design
for Twizzler to implement operating system com-
ponents simply and modularly. Like K42, Twiz-
zler will lazily load or map in only the resources
that an application needs to execute. Similar tech-
niques for faulting-in objects at run-time have been
studied [33]. Communication between objects in
Twizzler will be implemented as protected proce-
dure calls, similar to K42, but we will develop new
methods to implement them on modern hardware.

Prior work such as Emerald [35, 36] and
Mesos [32] implemented object mobility over the
network, which Twizzler could support through its
object model. Emerald implemented a kernel, lan-
guage, and compiler to allow objects to become mo-
bile over the network, using wrapper data structures
to track metadata for each object and presenting
these objects in a object-oriented language. This ap-
proach adds layers of indirection for even simple op-
erations like integer addition, causing a performance
hit. Twizzler will improve on this implementation
by using modern CPU hardware support to allow
even lower overhead for cross-object references.

The Twizzler persistent object model was also
shaped by the design of NV-heaps [10]. NV-heaps
provide memory-safe persistent objects suitable for
non-volatile memory systems. The paper describes
memory safety pitfalls in providing direct access to
NVM for application programmers such as leaks and
invalid pointers. Language-level primitives are in-
troduced, which enable a program to actively utilize
persistent structures and techniques. Instead of im-
posing limitations, Twizzler aims to present the ben-
efits of persistent objects to the programmer with
fewer restrictions, more akin to Mnemosyne [64], to
allow more powerful applications to be constructed.
While NV-heaps manage different kinds of pointers
with the restriction that pointers in an NV-heap can
only refer to memory within the same heap, Twiz-
zler has no such restriction, allowing for executable
code to reside in an object and refer to different
data structure objects or library objects by a di-
rect pointer. We believe that some languages may
choose to provide the restrictions presented in NV-
heaps, but the Twizzler system will provide for more
powerful usage of NVM. Additional projects such as
PMFS [18] and NOVA [67] provide a filesystem for
NVM devices. Twizzler, in contrast, provides direct
NVM access atop of a key-value interface for ob-
jects. Although Twizzler does not direct supply a
filesystem, one can be easily built atop it (as is one
of the projects in involving Nomenclature in Twiz-
zler). Furthermore, while NOVA and PMFS provide
mechanisms for direct access to NVM, NOVA adds
an indirection layer with copies and both use mmap()
interfaces (which fall short as discussed above) and,
unlike Twizzler, require significant kernel interac-
tion when using persistent memory.

8.3 Security Model

Our use of a small kernel that “gets out of the way”
is influenced by systems such as Exokernel [23] and
SPIN [6], both of which drew on the Mach microker-
nel design [1]. In Exokernel, much of the operating
system functionality is implemented in user space,
with the kernel providing only resource protection.
Our approach is similar in some respects, but goes
much further in providing a single unified logical
name space for all objects, making it simpler to de-
velop applications that can directly leverage non-
volatile memory to make their state persistent. In
contrast, SPIN used type-safe languages to provide
protection and extensibility; our approach cannot
rely upon language-provided type safety since we
want to provide a general purpose platform.
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Mungi proposed a system which operates sim-
ilarly to the proposed Twizzler design, namely a
microkernel with page fault handling to allow an
object-based approach with protected procedure
calls [31]. Mungi proposed a practical implemen-
tation based on the L4 microkernel on an MIPS
R4600 processor. Protected procedure calls were
implemented in Mungi by temporarily replacing the
threads protection domain by the union of selected
subsets of the caller and callees domains. We call
these protection domains security contexts in Twiz-
zler, and propose a novel implementation that takes
advantage of modern x86 virtualization hardware to
improve performance. Mungi recognized that this
object model would be highly suitable for persistent
objects, but did not propose any method of pointer
swizzling [39], instead opting to limit objects to a
single address space. Twizzler’s x86 implementation
allows efficient swizzling and even the transmission
of objects over the network.

Isolating components of a process has been stud-
ied before, but previous efforts have fallen short in
certain aspects. Wedge [7], for example, separates
privilege via separate Linux processes, resulting in
additional scheduling and context-switching over-
head. In our implementation of security contexts,
scheduling processes and threads has minimal addi-
tional overhead. Lightweight-contexts [43] improve
in this regard by making their protection contexts
orthogonal to threads with first-class support in the
kernel. While we also follow this approach, both
Wedge and Light-weight Contexts require applica-
tions to be refactored to make use of protection do-
mains. Our approach allows unmodified software
to undergo privilege separation. Previous work has
also been explored on threads switching entire ad-
dress spaces, whether as a performance optimization
(as in the case of Mach [25]) or as a method of ad-
dress space extension and data sharing (as in the
case of SpaceJMP [20]). Address space switching of
threads is also discussed by Lindstrom et al. [42].
While the primary goal of these systems is not to
provide privilege separation and security, our sys-
tem shares the thread migration nature of these
systems, and allows the kernel to automatically mi-
grate threads to the correct context as necessary.

While there are numerous existing operating sys-
tems which use capabilities as their primary form
of access control [26, 28, 47, 57, 63], these systems
either often keep and track capabilities in the kernel
or require the kernel to distribute or create them.
We plan to model our system around signed capa-
bilities, requiring only a public key to verify a capa-

bility. The capabilities can prove their authenticity
to the kernel without it needing to create or protect
them in a special way.

9 Future Work
Beyond extending our FreeBSD prototype, imple-
menting and testing kernel state object and security
contexts, and exploring the design of a userspace
built around our I/O model, there are three addi-
tional significant aspects to this work that we will
pursue:

1. Current toolchains do not emit the code nec-
essary to do the translation of pointers into a
usable form upon load or dereference. We will
modify the toolchain to automatically emit the
correct code by adding a pass to the LLVM
compiler. In the meantime, code we write will
need to include calls to functions to handle the
transformations of pointers. We also plan to
extend the compilers to include language sup-
port for defining cross-object pointers.

2. Building our own kernel will allow us to ex-
plore a kernel design based solely off of kernel
state objects. We will use that to develop an
operating system that is capable of handling
unexpected power cycles with resumability for
applications (up to their ability to checkpoint
and resume themselves).

3. We believe our object model and operating sys-
tem design is well equipped to handle a net-
worked environment. We plan to explore the
interplay between the object model, content-
addressable networks, and a capability-based
security model. We expect to build a dis-
tributed variant of Twizzler which will allow us
to cheaply move data and computation around
the system automatically.

10 Conclusion
Operating systems must evolve to support future
trends in memory hierarchy organization. Failing
to evolve will not only relegate new technology to
outdated access models thereby not allowing it to
reach its potential, but it will also make it more dif-
ficult for operating systems to evolve in the future.
We must not pass up a chance to provide applica-
tions with a better data access model going forward
than current modes designed for tape and disk. We
believe that Twizzler will show a way forward with
an object model designed around NVDIMMs and
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an operating system that provides new semantics
for direct access to persistent memory with fine-
grained security and recoverability. The invariant
pointers we defined will allow us to support cross-
object pointers with low-overhead. The operating
system kernel itself will support persistent kernel
state and allow it to recover from power cycling and
crashes. It will remove itself from path of applica-
tions in their accesses to persistent data, thereby
providing middleware with improved flexibility and
performance. Twizzler will give us a system from
which we can build our a persistent-memory based
operating system and explore the future of applica-
tions, operating systems, and processor design on a
new memory hierarchy.
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